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About This Game

Citadel: Forged With Fire is a massive online sandbox RPG with elements of magic, spellcasting and inter-kingdom conflict. As
a newly minted apprentice of the magic arts, you will set off to investigate the dangerous world of Ignus. Your goal: create a

name for yourself and achieve notoriety and power among the land’s ruling Houses.

You have complete freedom to pursue your own destiny; hatch plots of trickery and deceit to ascend the ranks among allies and
enemies, become an infamous hunter of other players, build massive and unique castles, tame mighty beasts to do your bidding,
and visit uncharted territories to unravel their rich and intriguing history. The path to ultimate power and influence is yours to

choose.
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Welcome to the magical world of Ignus: a 36 square kilometer landmass of sweeping plains, dense forests, craggy mountains,
festering swamps and frozen tundra. Leave no stone unturned as you explore dangerous caves and ancient ruins to recover
powerful artifacts and uncover a rich history spanning thousands of years. Embark on a journey across the land to find the

perfect place for you and your allies to call home.

Master a diverse range of powerful spells. Discover your conduit of choice among a huge selection of mystic wands and staves,
magically imbued axes, swords, maces and hammers, and enchanted gauntlets.

Align your efforts with fellow Warlocks to create a mighty House. Create an internal hierarchy of power, design and plant your
own House flag, share your resources to build huge castles and team up to hunt legendary creatures. Wage war with opposing

Houses or hatch plans of deceit and trickery to cause internal chaos and ascend the ranks within your own.

Use the Pacify spell to tame ferocious creatures and amass an army of minions. Tamed companions will gain experience and
grow with you as you travel the world and triumph in battle. Siege an enemy fortress with a horde of savage Orcs, ride Horses

and Direwolves to quickly traverse the vast landscape, or rain fiery death upon your enemies from the back of a Dragon!

Construct your Dream Castle using hundreds of structural pieces found within a flexible and easy-to-use building editor, or take
advantage of the dynamic destruction engine and crush someone else’s. Enhance your fortress with magical structures like

defensive shields, attack towers, mana pools and respawn stones. Unlock new fortification materials and building features as you
level up: with so many materials and pieces to work with the only limit is your imagination.

Are you an old, bearded and wise Warlock or are you a young, ambitious and strong-willed Mage? Create your own style with a
huge variety of clothing and weapon options. Discover a near limitless variety among these items’ stats with Citadel’s rich and

deep loot generation system; every loot pull is different and ensures that fighting monsters and exploring dungeons is a
constantly rewarding and memorable experience.

Why walk when you can fly? Use your Wizardly prowess to take to the skies. Enjoy the convenience of a custom-crafted
broomstick, tame and mount airborne companions like dragons and giant eagles, or use alchemy to concoct potent elixirs

allowing flight without the aid of beast or broom.
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Title: Citadel: Forged with Fire
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Blue Isle Studios, Virtual Basement LLC
Publisher:
Blue Isle Studios
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: 2.0GHZ or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 950 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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sh*t game, if you have tryed ark and think that has alot of bugs, well this game has about 100 times more bugs, this crap is
unplayable, but what to expect really, same useless devs that NEVER fix bugs. The game is cool in concept, but it feels like
1\/3- 1\/4 of an actual game.
Example - Im out of mana, what are my options ? oh thats it I just consume things to regain my mana
Gathering is ungodly slow Ive gotten to level 20 and it doesnt seem to get much better in that area

The magic is cool and all but I feel like the game would be far more enjoyable if I could do more things either with or without
magic. As it stands even the different gear doesnt feel distinct and unqiue.

Combat is largely a contest of mana and consumables (PVE at least)

Finally I fear a lot of players are turned off by the fact that you have 0% Natural regen of mana until you either craft a ring or
find one of your level. At a minimum levels 1-10. This is super irritating as without mana there is literally nothing you can do
other than pick up rocks and berries.

Honestly this game would be well served with a complicated "Magicka" System or even some sort of city \/ Vendor.

4\/10

. This game is great. Given, it\u2019s an early access, but I\u2019ve played nearly 300 hours, (with screenshots of gameplay!!!!)
and I thoroughly enjoy this game. The servers have been stabilized, they\u2019ve been updating the game quite frequently lately
for quality of life changes, server stability, running on the new Unreal Engine! This game has everything it describes, and you
can fly brooms great eagles, phoenixes, dragons, and more! I can\u2019t express enough how much I love this game! The PVP
or PVE option is great as well. Thanks for creating Citadel: Forged with Fire! Worth the money! Community needs to grow,
it\u2019s worth it!. If Harry Potter joined slytherin. I know that game development is still in progress but I think that this is one
of my the best descover of this year. Why is so intresting for me?
- Very nice crafting system.
- You can build your own castle or mage tower!
- Lots of different items to gathering, like stones, plants, iron, etc.
- Nice creatures.
- World is not to small and not to big
- Level-uping has sence. You can see your progress and new posibilities.
- You can fly!

To development team:
Really thank you for your hard work and time! You are building something new. This is new fresh brand, new world with
intresting creatures and rules.
Please keep on going.

Cheers!. This game is so underrated. It's captivating in each way.

-Levelling up system is great.
-Enchant weapons with 4 schools of magic.
-Crafting! Wood & Stone.
-Fighting Orcs and Dragons.
-Host your own game or join other server.
- PVP and PVE

Would play again and again. 10\/10
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I own this game now since EA Release. I realy realy warn people from buying it.
Its not my first EA title and i know what EA means. But they were not able to fix certain bugs
in the years since EA Release:

- Animals Stucking always
- Animals not able to hit enemys correctly while mounted (its realy a mess to fight with them)
- When u mount an Animal its in 90% stucking over the ground looks like infinity jump
- Its still to grindy (perhaps someone loves that)
- Spells are still imbalanced
- Servers are crashing often per day
- Lag is even with only 20 Players on a Server a big problem

I dont know where the Devs learned developing but it seems they are only able to
click some Kismet\/ UE Blueprints together and have no skill in real coding.
(Yep im an Senior IT Consultant and know what im talking about)

Try the game if u want but u will regret it. The game as a nice Setting but no love from devs.
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